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Structu¡es of cokes which were milled to particles of a few microns diameter were investi-
gated with an electron microscope. All sof!_e_q-kpq ptu{!ed,_i.9,, those {orrygd f¡q..+g-.gegigl _19-
mainils flu-id !o_ebe!,-t l!PlQ-, W--e_r-e--t_qUld.!-o-ppqk,up into lamellae (platelets)-whigl pisgéqq;

high diamagl-gtig qirylfqpy. Solid carbons produced from extruded mixes containing such
ñ-ly miftd éoi.éJ áiJÑfirty anisotropic, their X-ray patterns showing a high degree of align-
ment of graphitic planes parallel to the extrusion axis. Thus, it is shown that the microcrystals
in the platelets are oriented with their basal planes parallel to the plane of the lamellae. Milling
of a coke while it is still.raw,-i.e., heated !9 Sbout 600"C or lower,.destroys the lamellar struc-
-íf* ". ":ü-qq1-bemi-cr"ermlpllirre oiientaiio".la¿d-cqkspJgggsáliyJhgp:¡slxr$ ol*g.c;qlqq .
¡emaini,ng-solid -!!rlouebsu! lhe hea"ting, all. brea-k, durins.millins. intq j ace9d,-reqShly. esqia{p_d-
particles characteristic of amorphous substances,

Graphitization of soft coke particles results in some changes in particle outlines (develop-
ment of straight edges and sharp corners) and the disappearance of the granular structure in
the lamellae. However, hard coke particles and those of soft coke ground in the raw state do
not change noticeably during graphitization.

Replicas of graphitized carbon-bl¿ck particles (Thermax) imbedded in a resin u'ere obtained
by an especially developed technique. The replicas show that the particles have exclusively hex.
agonal and pentagonal faces and seem to indicate that all the particles in graphitization trans-
form into a definite type of polyhedron. The structure extends throughout the interior of the
particles as is apparent on micrographs of P-33 particles, which are small enough to transmit
electrons. The faces of the polyhedra are graphitic basal planes of individual crystals which are
probably hooked to their neighbors by valence bonds. Particles which have been graphitized
while in contact with binder coke retain their individualitv and do not coalesce with the matrix.
Thus it is concluded that a carbon black particle is a closed system wit,h respect to crystal
growth, and transforms into a polyhedron probably having a surface conesponding to minimum
total energy compatible with the imposed restrictions.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon and polycrystalline graphites are
formed by heating organic substances in the
absence of air, or in a reducing atmosphere.
Regardless of whether the original material
was composed of chain-like or ring-type
molecules, the heating results in polymeri-

* Work performed in part under the auspices
of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (Based
on report NYO 6102 of April 15, 1954).

t Present Address: Physics Latroratories,
Sylvania Dlectric Products, Inc. Bayside, New
York.

zatiorr into solid systems consisting largely
of planar condensed aromatic ring structures
rvhich are stacked to form crystallites which
would be true graphitic planes were it not
for the laek of the specific rotational orienta-

nei gh b ors ei t h er di re ctly t hro-qeb gegp.llglal-----: '--
atoms or indirectly thloggf^t_t1g jl!_":pSSry

@4p qt ?t"q'-y'tr-i 9¡ gnqt-iu-a dispryaiüze¿
p-h,ag,-.. The disorganized phase is composed \
of chain molecules and carbon atoms of -f

tetrahedral valency lodged betrveen crystal- .f

tion betrveen planes. lbepe
tic cr

2l
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Iites. The amount of cross-linking has an

importánt bearing upon the development

qf physical properties of the solid. Above the

sgttjng point, as the heat-treatment tempera-

tures are raised, the amount of disorganized

carbon decreases partially thro-uglr. incor-
poration into the crystalline piase and partly

by evaporation in the form of light hydro-

gafbg+s (cracking). Strictly speaking, it is

only after hydrocarbons are completely re-

moved that cokes become carbons.

Carbons made from materials rvhich do

"odéil6ui 
remáin Solid throughout cokiñ$

-do 

"ot 
gráphitize as easily as those made

from pitches and tars which solidify at

temperatures of several hundred degreesl'

Evidently the cross-linking responsible for

stabilizing the solid form hinders the molec-

-UIAL!,^g!iol and- lhus inhibits the grorvth

of the aromatic .cryslallites' Such cokes are

*lt"¿ ho,rd cokes in contradistinction to

those formed from fluid phase hydrocarbons

and rvhich are termed sofl cokes, these

names being suggested by very obvious

differences in their mechanical properties'

In this work, both types of cokes were

investigated with the electron microscope

in order to find differences in their structure

and the results are reported below.

In passing a hydrocarbon gas or vapor

through an enclosure heated to a high

temperature, a sooty deposit is formed'

Sooty carbons also result from the incom-

plete combustion of hydrocarbons' The

carbon deposits from both of these processes

are generally called carbon blacks' The

blacks consist of very small particles which

are composed mainly of turbostratic carbon

crystallites. In general, the particles have a

nearly-spherical shape, but there is some

uncertainly about this in the case of the

smallest blacks with average particle diam-

eters of only several tens of angstroms' In

large thermal blacks (formed by the first

p.o.ur* ^utttioned above) Hall found indi-

I S. Mrozowski, Phys. Rev. 86, 609 (1952) and

Errata, Phys. Rev.86' 1056 (1952)'

cations that the surface microcrystals are

preferentially oriented, their basal planes

being tangent to the surfaces of the par-
+"icles2.

The details of the mechanism of carbon

formation in flames and in gas Phase
thermal decomposition are not 'rvell under-

stood. Parker and Wolfhards suggest that

the process may be a pyrolytic one lvherein

the fuel gas molecules are transformed into

he¿rvier hydrocarbons. Eventualb: -!be at-
mosphere become..s sup-er-satu{ated- so th¿t

{-fqp_l* of heavy- hydrocarbons g.qndense

óut *iift subsequent heating resulting in

thltransformatio¡1-i¡rto qqlld calbon' If so,

théffie-altgnment of microcrystals and

the spheroidal shape of the particles prob-

ably result from the surface tension acting

rvhile the particles are fluid'
The graphitization of carbon blacks is a

process distinctly different from that of

cokes. When carbon blacks are heat- /
treated the crystallites grorv only to a /
certain limiting size which is about one- d
third the particle diameter. This rvas found (
by an X-ray line-width study of b"lacks in the '

sile range-from 50Á to 3000 Án. Ragoss,

Hoffman and Holsts investigated the carbon

black "Thermax" with an electron micro-

scope and found that when heat treated to

gruphitirit g temperatures, the particles

lose their spheroidal shape and develop
polygonal outlines' Furthermore, the elec-

trical properties of the blacks are quite

anomalous and depend peculiarly upon the

particle size and heat treatment. In view of

ih"." uno^alies, it seemed important in

order to elucidate the nature of the structure

of the graphitized particles to study their

Tllh.logv.
'C. E. Hall ,  J. App. Phvs. 19, 271 (1948)'
3 W. G. Parker and H. G. Wolfhard, Proc'

Chem. Soc. (London) 1960' 2038'
4 H. T. Pinnick, J. Chem. Phys' 20, 756 (1952)'
s A. Ragoss, U. Hofiman and R' Holst, Kol-

toid-Z. 1Ó6, 118 (1913). See also a recent paper by

W. D. Schaeffer, W. R. Smith and M' H' Pol ley'

Ind. Eng. Chem. 46, 1721 (1953)'
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

The following soft cokes were used in this
study: A laboratory-prepared coke formed
by heating Resin "C" (Barrett Division of
Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation) in an
iron vessel closed off except for a small
exhaust port, a pitch coke from the Domin-
ion Tar and Chemical Comparry (Canada),
and the follorving petroleum cokes: Brad-
ford (Kendall Oil Company), Texas (Texas
Company), Cities Service, Cleves and
Lima. Samples of these cokes u'ere calcined
to various temperatures in a quartz tube
electrical furnace through which purified
dry nitrogen was cireulated. They were
milled in a tumbler containing agate spheres
to particles of a few microns in size.

Hard cokes were prepared by pyrolysis of a
phenol-benzaldehyde polymer resin, ^
phenol-formaldehyde polymer (Resin No.
16248, Durez Plastic and Chemieals, Inc.),
cane sugar, Cellophane, and a polyester
casting resin. They .lvere all calcined and
milled as were the soft cokes.

Many carbon blacks ranging in average
particle size from around 50Á to over 3000Á
were studied, but only the thermal blacks
P-33* and T[árñ- (2oooX 

""á- 
sóooÁ

@¡ñl weie large enough to exhibiü

_qLBü i1!!9 electron microscope polygonal
gutlines (aftBl b.gilg erap-bitiqed). Of these,
only Thermax was of sufficient size to be
effectively studied by the replica technique
used.

The potvdered cokes and carbon blacks
u'ere graphitized by heating to 3000"C in a
graphite tube resistance furnace. Oxidation
was prevented by maintaining a florv of
purified dry nitrogen through the furnace
during heating. The specimens were con-
tained in small thin-walled graphite capsules.

All electron micrographs rvere made with
an R.C.A. electron microscope, model EMU-
28. fhe speci¡fr-qry, io pgwdgr form rvere

+ Thermatomic Carbon Company, Sterling-
ton,  Louis iana.

generally prepared for viewing by suspend--InglIeni--iif- 
dlstilied uratér 

-containing

ÁéiósóI?nd Dárvan as wettinE and disoers-----
ins asent-s, !!q, c-q.-r,cp$-ra!is"Ug__9f _*!Lre¡"_

-fe¡pectife]¡¡ bgjr-te- t X _19_ , c."spd 2 .X _10-4
g per cc of the w?!9r, ,.A, Wpriag Blendor

--7- 
- 'i ,'

waq_qlgq ior mixing. Drops of the suspension
were allowed to dry on the specimen grids

@feüylt[ _Fo¡¡qya¡- films- In .o-e caieo,
¡![e_pgwders were simply dusted onto the
Bubst{4,tes. The particles were chromiun-
shadowed at the angles indicated in the

-sgl!r!!!:
The morphology of carbon blacks was

studied by a specially developed replica
technique, the first step of which consisted
of dispersing the graphitized black in a
thermosetting polyester casting resin. The
catalyst (benzoyl-peroxide) .lvas added to
the resin prior to the mixing-in of the black.
By gradually adding the resin to the black
during mixing in a mortar, good dispersion
resulted. No definite proportions of black
and resin were measured out, the amounts
used being usually sufficient to produce a
medium to a dark gray smear on the glass
plate as viewed by transmission.

A convenient vessel for holding the sus-
pension during the subsequent processing
rvas formed by rvrapping a sheet of alumi-
num foil over the end of a rod or test tube.
After being poured into the vessel, the sus-
pension rvas allorved to gel overnight, after
which it rvas cured by heating to a tempera-
ture in the range 70-100'C. The length of
time required depended upon the amount of
catalyst used. An excessive amount of
catalyst usually resulted in cracking of the
piece. After curing, the cylindrical sample
was notched at several places about a half
centimeter apart, each notch circumscribing
the cylinder. The sample was broken into
several discs by striking sharp blows at the
notches using a hammer and chisel. Each
face contained. protruding carbon black
particles as rvell as pits left by those particles
rvhich remained imbedded in the comnle-
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mentary face. IJnfortunately, it was not

possible to avoid making a negative replica

because Formvar evidently adheres too

well to the carbon black to permit stripping'

Any attempts to circumvent the additional

step failed.
At this state the polyvinyl alcohol-

Formvar technique described by Schrvartz,

Austin and Weber6 was applied. However,

the resolution obtained was insufficient to

show surface details. A negative replica

was made by imbedding the carbon-laden

polymerized resin in polyester. Shrinkage

which occurs during the curing produces

compressive stresses and results in an inti-

mate contact betrveen the materials. The

piece to be replicated was placed face up in

a vessel and covered lvith catalyzed poly-

ester until there was depth of a centimeter

or so of resin above the surface to be repli-

cated. After thorough curing, all excess

clear resin rvas machined away. A notch

was then cut, at the interface and a screw-

driver blade inserted, the trvist of the

screw-driver frequently being sufficient to

force the two pieces apart. The surface of

the negative was cleared of any loosely

adhering resin fragments by spraying it rvith

a jet of petroleum ether from a hypodermic

syringe. A formvar replica of this negative

was formed by flowing over the surface a

drop of 0.7% solution of Formvat L5/95

"E" in ethylene dichloride. The piece rvas

held to allow free drainage of the excess

solution, 'which rvas soaked off rvith filter

paper. It was found inadvisable to use a

heat lamp to hasten dtyttts of the Formvar

as this seemed to prevent free stripping'

After the Formvar was dry, the entire

compound replica rvas immersed in'water at

50-60"C for at least an hour. A drop of

wetting agent (Aerosol) t'as added though

the efficacy of this measure was not deter-

mined. After removal from the warm water

and before the Formvar had the slightest

6 C. M. Schwartz, A. E. Austin and P' M'

Weber, J. App. PhYs. 20, 202 (1949).

chance to dry, a l5% aqueous pol¡winyl

alcohol latex (hereinafter abbreviated

P.V.A.) rvas painted onto it and allowed to

dry while the sample remained undel a

perforated beaker. Any attempts to speed

the drying resulted in failure; presumably a

longer drying time results in greater ad-

hesion between Formvar and P.V.A.

From here on, the procedure of Sch'rvartz,

Austin and Weber6 was followed, i.e', the

replica was cut into conveniently sized

squares which were placed P.V.A' side down

on rvater, thus enabling the P.V.A. to

dissolve away and leave a Formvar replica

floating on the u'ater surface. The replicas

were picked up on electron-microscope

specimen grids and shadow-cast ivith

chromium at the angles indicated in the

captions.
A variant of the replication technique

described above was applied to study the

surface of a solid carbon. The carbon was

made from a mix containing Thermax

carbon black and Resin "C" binder in the

ratio 100/40 by lveight. The mix was ex-

truded as a +tt diameter rod and subse-

quently graphitized to 3000'C. A negative

polyester replica was obtained by imbedding

a portion of the broken rod in polyester

resin to rvhich excess catalyst was added in

quantity sufficient to cause the resin to

crack and separate from the carbon surface

during the curing stage. The final replica

was obtained in the manner described above.

III. RESUI]TS AND DISCUSSION

l. Cokes

Direct vierv electron micrographs of
particles of Texas coke and Resin "C"
coke are shown in Fig. 1A and B. Both cokes

were calcined to 1250'C prior to grinding'

l{o essential differences between them are

apparent. They both break up into flake-

like particles or lamellae having no particu-

lar outhne. There seems, however' to be a

tendency for the appearance of straight

edges. The short shadow lengths confirm the
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Frc. 2. A calcined (1250'C) Texas coke par-
ticle sta,nding on edge. The distance between the
platelets is about #¡. Shadow-c¿st with chro-
mium at 30o from horizontal.

Frc. 1. Particles of calcined (1250"C) Resin
t'C" coke (above), and Tex¿s coke (below). Both
cokes were calcined prior to milling. Shadow-cast
with chromium at 30'from horizontal.

F¡c. 3. Particles of calcined (1250"C) phenol-

lack of thickness in the yertical direction, benzaldehyde polvmer coke. The coke was cal-

which is also evident from their appreciable cined 
. 

prior 
^^':" 

-i\li1g, 
fltadow-cast 

with

electron beam transmission. The step-wise 
ehromrum a1 JU- trom norrzonlal '

change in electron transmission shows that oriented in this way is greatly enhanced

these particles are lamellar bundles. {ig_._ ? lvhen they are allorved to fall onto the

confirms this in a most direct manner inas- Formvar stlbstrate through a magnetic

f'*,tr^li:!,b"91""""!";i_!nió[.p4¡ticié standln-g field of several kilogauss. The particles

on its edge and clearly reveals the stacking become aligned so that their plateJets are

!f!!e_fq!q9.Ug9-J$e_-+iilp-"!j-.het-itee[:ñdir-"parallel to the field direction. All the petro-

iid-"ut ptut"t"ü beñg-;toltl .h-u- leum cokes listed earlier \\¡ere found to have
*tÉé 

probability ol ñnding particles a lamellar structure and it appears to be
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Frc .4 .  I ' a r t i c l es  o f  Res in

mi l led ¿. f t t  r  calc inat ion to

with cLrr,uiium at 30o from

no evidence of lamellar structure as found

in the soft cokes. The particles are roughly

equiaxed as shown by their relatively long

shadows and lou' electron transmission

away from the edges. They are quite jagged

and resemble fragments of broken amor-

phous substances.

Jhe-parlieles show.n-in Fig. 4 are t-hose of

ihe sample of Resin "C" coke whibli-had
-  . - . - . . - - : . 1 : . :  j : , " " " 4 "

-beerr  ca le ined only up to t i00"L '  pr lor  I  o

-iiñis;ñd rvas thus.iri a niag!iéd.{t- 3*
rCuté. fñir paiticlés are equiaisd, pellet-like I
It $-rg.pp-. ald-sffer . a rather. str,rkjng contrast {
to those of the same go-kq q\qwn in Tig. 1A {
wñcildifr-eiJ ó"ty.it't having beeu calcined {
To-á'lrühét temperature (1250'C). 5*in 

ñoné-ói the óot es studied has it been
foind that graphltizatlon p¡od"ó"i u4y
-*:rl-gbq;Áe,,s 

in particle gutlinps, Fig' 5 and
6 illustrate this point rvhen compared with
the micrographs of calcined coke porvders
(Fig. 1, 3 and 4). There seems to be a
tendency for development of sharp corners
and straight edges in soft coke particles, as
is very clearly indicated in Fig. 5, but no
such changes are apparent in the cases of

"C" coke which ¡,vas
600"C. Shador'-cast
horizontal.

Frc. 5. Graphitized Texas coke particles made
by heat-treating to 3000'C particles milled ¿fter
calcination to 1250'C. Shadorv cast with chro-
mium at 30'from horizontal

equally lell developed in all of them despite

rather obvious differences in macroscopic

appearance aud in mechanical as rvell as

other properties of the large pieces. These

differences are due to a relatively large-

scale ordering of the lamellaeT.
The micrograph of calcined phenol-

benzaldehyde coke shorvn in Fig. 3 bears

Frc. 6. Graphitized Resin "C" coke particles

made by heat-treating to 3000"C a coke which

was mille& after heat treatment to only 600"C'

Shado¡¡,'cast lvith chromium at 30" from the

horizontal.7 S. Mlozov-ski ,  This volume, page 31.
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phenol-benzaldehyde-polymer coke (not

shorvn) and the Resin "C" pellet-shaped
particles shou.n in Fig. 6. Another effect of
graphitization in soft cokes is the disappear-
ance of a grainy structure in the lamellae.
The individual granules are about a hundred
angstroms apart in a soft coke calcined to
1250'C and may be due to statistical fluc-
tuations in distribution of turbostratic
carbon crystallites.

The mere fact that the lamellae exist
suggests that they are anisotropic. 'l'he

orientation of the lamellar bundles in a
magnetic field indicates magnetic aniso-
tlgpl, and the fact that the alignment
direction coincides rvith the direction of the
field shorvs that the aromatic planes are

_-t21ie1!_g_{ ng_rallel to thcláméliai planes. The
alignment in a magnetic field is a result of
the very high anomalous diamagnetism of
condensed aromatics.

An experiment n'as performed in lvhich
the finely milled Texas coke rvas mixed
rvith binder pitch, the mixture containing
about three parts of coke to one of binder
by weight. A rod made by extruding the
mix rvas subsequently baked and a portion

of it graphitized. X-ray diffraction patterns

of specimens cut out from these rods shorv
arr extremely high orientation of the micro-
crystals. The ratio of the intensities on the
002, diffraction ring for the directions

- parallel and perpendicular to the extrusion
axis is about 40:1 for a graphitized rod and
better than 100: 1 for a baked specimen. The
higher ratio is probably more representative
of the degree of alignment of crystallites in
the platelets, inasmuch as crystallites in the
binder coke rvere not so highly developed
and as a consequence their corresponding
diffuse diffraction line interfered only slightly
rvith the intensity evaluation. It is thus
evident that the microcrystals comprising
the platelets are oriented, this preferential

orientation giving rise to the anisotropy
observed.

The platelet-like structures found are in

excellerrt agreement lvith the conclusions
rvhich Franklins obtained from her exhaus-
tive X-ray diffraction investigation of cokes.
It is remarkable holv rvell she u"as able, from
X-ray studies alone, to disceni the differ-
ences between soft and hard cokes.

The question might be asked as to u,hen
the lamellae are formed. It has been shol'n
that the anisotropic .ry.iuiiit". alignment
alrea4-y-exists in a coke rvhich has just set'(,150"C)t. 

The soft coke rvhich had been
milled *'hile in the practically ran state
shorvs, holever, no platelet structure. It
therefore seems that milling destroys the
óléferred or ierr tat ion s-hen the roke is  in  a-raiu, 

,o-eu-hat plaslic state.

2. Carbon Blacks

Graphitized carbon blacks r.hen vie'nec
directly in the electron rnicroscope show
silhouettes *,hich are straight-sided polygons
of  2;  1;6-  and S-fo ld symmetry,  i .e . ,  hexa-
gorrs, octagclns, bevelled oblongs and bev-
elled s<iuares. Such r.iervs could be projec-
tions of polyhedra havins octahedral,
hexagonal (Dun), cttbic, or tetrahedral
symmetry. Replicas rf graphitized "Ther-
max" are shou,n in the cclmposite micro-
graph irr Fig. 7. The coneavity of the faces
is believed to result from the high surface
tension of the rvater with l.hich the replicas
rvere in contact drtring their preparation.

Only partial viervs rvere obtained since the
particles u'ere imbedded in a resin matrix.
The only types of faces r,vhich could be
definitely identified rvere hexagonal and
pentagonal. If the grorvth should happen to
be haphazard, other types of faces should
have been found. It is believed, therefore,
that the grorvth is governed by factors lr.hich
lead to the development of a definite type
of polyhedron. A polyhedron is shorvn in
Fig. 8 rvhich has pentagonal and hexagonaL
faces exclusively, as l'ell as the required
projective properties. Furthermore, the net-

8 R. Frankl in,  I ' roc.  Roy.  Soc.  (London) 209,

196 ( r951) .
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Fra. 7. Seve¡ai views of
particles which were imbedded
zontal.

Formva¡ surface replicas of graphitized Thermax ca¡bon black

in ¿ resin matrix. Shadow-cast with chromium al, 30o from hori-

Frc. 8. A polyhedron representing the prob-
able shape of graphitized carbon black particles.

work fonned by the polygon edges satisfies

the topological requirements of crystallite
grorvthe. Its low symmetry seems surprising
because it seems to impiv the existence of a

e For a review of the topological factors

governing growth processes, see the article by

C). S. Smith in "Metal Interfaces-A Seminar",

Am. Soc.  N{eia ls,  Clevcland,  Ohio (1951).

preferred direction of grolr''th in the original
particle.lo

The micrograph in Fig. 9 represents the
surface of the graphitized solid carbon rod,
described in an earlier section, which was
made from "Thermax" and binder pitch.

The carbon black particles do not lose their
individuality even after having been sub-
jected to graphitizing temperatures whiie
in the binder coke matrix.J!_e*g¡ptanaliqn
of this fact follorvs from Hall's discoyer¡r2
Ínul the sürfáce microcryqtals a_re g,ligpgd
ivith basal planes tangént to- ine surface óf
the p arti cle. f l,rus, 

"t\qy,... -c.?$, .9-+1y*. .gtqy .,-il
tbg-l*+-e--",1lfu l*dir"e*-c!ie,t]'.I"+.additjql,.-slapJ
of the atoms on the peripLtgti"1 -"J. .t_itS"qe
-su-ry-Tá¿#lrói-éoxtsf ,ullités-ñáy't""-Bpn+s-ótó¿
¡!fuxalenee.bonds. to thsir countg_rptrtq on
the adiacent crvstallites. The surroundius- -_- -. 

- 
--.:-:, 

..- ̂ :;-_:; *9,*;"1 ;-.' :,- 
-. ^ -- -_ _ :.::: --

l$dgr cok-q, having random arrangemerrt..of

t, It i. interesting to note that similar poly-
hedra have been observed in biological struc-
tures. See D'Arcv W. Thompson, "On Growth and'
Form," 2nd Edition, Cambridge, 1942.
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Fre. 10. Graphit ized P-33 part icles (above),
and graphitized Thermax particles (beiow). Heat
treatment temperature : 3000'C.

1j¡-c.Jst¿llites, ip .pna!le. to. fo1p. .nqapy
( 1ink9,g9s rvith these crystallites on t[e carbon
( nhck -surfaces rvhich expose 9n151 -.tlgjr

\ basai planes. It appears, therefore, that
\r,carbon blacks are closed systems rvith
,lrespect to crystalline grorvth.

Frc. 9. Chromium shadowed Formvar replica

of the surface of a broken graphitized carbon rod

made of Thermax and binder pitch. Shadow angle:
45'. Triangular area in upper part may be a grain

of soft coke contaminant, inasmuch ¿s it ex-
hib i ts  a l¿mel lar  st ructure.

The graphitized particles of "Thermax"
and P-33 in Fig. 10 show internal structure,
the differences in photographic density
probably being due to Bragg scattering by
the crystallites and indicating differences
in orientation rather than thicknessll. The
micrographs of P-33 rvhose small size allows
greater electron transmission clearly suggest
that the particles &re composed of crystals
of pyramidal shape, whose bases correspond
to the polyhedral faces. This internal
structure shows that the orientation of
microcrystals occurs throughout the particle
and not merely on the surface. The basal
planes of the adjacent crystallites in the
polyhedral carbon blacks are probably also
hooked together by valence bonds inasmuch
as the particles are very rigid; no broken
ones have ever been identified. T;g_g4g!gl
betweeq -adja-c.s+!-plp.1te-q .1+ lbg.pql.yhg{lon
(Fig. 8) even sueeest-Jha! th€_Sdggjlgn*

_.a.re"""in---tetrahedral;g| Q-npg*cta"le6-siligg.. -tgl
suqh -apg|Wjhgl9*w-ould be bond strains' of

"o -*é tnu" á¡ó"i 
-io*irüi"1""'"ié¿iüi?éd:

Tñeré il 
"b 

*ff, howóvér, oi'áToiding látti'¿é
distortions at the edges without a change in
the iattice spacing. In the P-33 particles
shown in Fig. 10, narrow light areas can be
seen separating the neighboring pyramidal
crystalliteslvhich might be due to a decrease
in Bragg scattering caused by such lattice
distortions occurring near the edges of the
crystallites.

If the microcrystals \Yere onented on a

be a tendency for the individual crystallites

r1 R. D. Heidenreich and L. Sturkey, J. App.
Phys .  16 ,97  (1945) .
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to develop hexagonal ontlirres, but it is irn- characteristic of amorphous substatlces.

possible for all of thern to do so because of Graphitizatiotr produces some minor changes

the impossibility of constructing a poly- in the shape of soft coke particles (develop-

hedron having hexagonai faces exclusively. ment of straight edges and sharp corners)

It seems that the polyhedron shou.n in and results in the disappearance of a granu-

Fig. 8 represerrts ¿ surface of minimurn lar structure (the individual granules

total energy compatible rvith the irnposed probably being clusters of microcrystallites).

restrictione. No changes r.ere observed in the cases of the

The pellets of rau. ltesin !¡C" coke, hard cokes, and of the disoriented soft coke

tlou_gh they externally resemble large pellets.

carbon bláck particles, probably have a
' l 'hern la l  cat 'hon l r lacks crysta l l ize in lo

rqa{om,arrangernent of their micror,r¡rstals polyhedra cluring graphitization. It seems

and therefore do not graphitize into poly- that all replica viervs of such particles are

hedra. This is of particular interest in vierv consistent ri'ith the existence of a single

of the fact that such random strut,turcs tvpe of polyhedron into tvhich the spheroidal

correspond closely to the niodel of carbon particles become transformed. The graphi-

black particles proposed itv Biscoe and tized partieles are polycrystals rvhose faces

\Yarrenr2 are basal planes of graphite; lhp¡¿-¡.fe-tllus
closed systems l'ith respect to crystal.

gr¡or1'!,h aud canuot grorv out into the carbon

I

{

Electron micrographs of palticles of matrix in u'hich they ma¡r be imbedded.
calcined cokes shorv that all soft cokes probably this shape of the particles is
break up in grinding into platelets and dictated by the minimum energy require-
furthermore that the platelets are stacked rnent.

IY .  CONCLUSIONS

anisotropic product. fhg mig¡ogrystalline
orientation can be destroyed by milling
the cokes rvhile they are in the rau', some-
lr,hat plastic state. Hard cokes al1 break up
into jagged, roughly-equiaxed particles,

r2 J. Biscoe and I l .  I l .  Warrerr, J. App. Phvs.
13 ,361 (1942) .
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into lamellar bundles. This structure is, Since soft cokes, hard cokes, and carbon
therefore, basic to all sofb cokes. The miro- blac-lffiEié-fO-rmerffé-spéctivélfTiom'"fiq*uid,
crystals in the platelets are oriented $'ith irr *'- r.-*. r'- :'i :'-:lsolid arid gas phase órgánies,' i t- is obvir^ * - - - - ' - r  

l -  ,  
- , , -  

; -  , ,  so l rd  and gas
their basal planes parallel to the lamellar Tfill Tnó 

"ói,,rnelr oasar pranes parauer r.L) .,üe raruer¿il' 
Tlilt the pha$e -o-i._ th,g, starti4g material

planes and as a result, the lamellae exhibit f=;;;:;i.;,.fl,,o-.oo rhp orqnhifizrtirr'
strong, diamagnetic anisotropy and can be

very decisively influences the graphitization

aligned mechanicall¡, to procluce a highl¡' -pro!-eis


